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Dawn of a new Hairizon
 
Published Wednesday, March 13, 2013
by Taylor Shaw 

DURHAM – Early morning on March 4, Javier
Villaneuva Ziranda Francisco, 39, was going the
wrong way on Morris Street when he crossed West
Main Street and crashed inside Hairizon Beauty
Supply at 341 W. Main Street in downtown Durham.
Ten minutes prior to crashing, the SUV was
involved in a hit-and-run at the intersection of
Liberty Street and Miami Boulevard.

When police arrived, they found a 2000 Chevy
Blazer inside the business with the driver still

inside. Francisco was rushed to the hospital with serious injuries. Police
have charged the driver with driving while impaired, driving with a
revoked license and going the wrong way on a one-way street.

Val Jackson, co-owner of Hairizon, received a phone call from authorities
around 2 a.m. “I thought they made a mistake,” she said.

Due to the collision, the gas from the store was so dense that Jackson had
to wait before arriving. All five points of the Five Points area in
downtown Durham was blocked off.

“There is a black hole where my store is suppose to be,” Jackson recalled
when she arrived on the scene with her daughter.

The building was so badly damaged police called neighboring restaurant
owners at Toast to identify the building and its owners.

“It has been really disheartening because we really wanted to have
something of our own – you know, the American dream. It’s always about
owning something and having something that you are proud of,” Jackson
said.

Despite having 80 percent of inventory lost, filing insurance papers,
completing police reports and other paperwork, Jackson has not lost her
spirit. “There is no such thing as coincidence,” she said.

Over the past few years, women have strayed away from chemically
straightened hair and embraced curly, wavy and kinky styles of natural
hair.

“It had been [my daughter’s] dream to actually own the store. She
transitioned into wearing her hair natural and was having such a hard time
finding products that were good for her hair,” Jackson said.
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finding products that were good for her hair,” Jackson said.

After receiving her masters in business administration, Joi Jackson wanted
to open a store in a centralized location that had natural hair and beauty
items in a boutique atmosphere.

The name “Hairizon” was coined and the dawn of natural hair care. Hairizon
Beauty Supply was in Apex before moving to Durham two years ago.

“We wanted to have something here in Durham because, to me, it is the best
kept secret in the Triangle,” Jackson said. “If you want diversity and a
little bit of everything, Durham is the place to be.”

The store received a grant from the city in January. The funds were going
to be used for enhancements: Replacing floors, painting and new lamps. Now
it will be used to rebuild the store.

“We have every desire to be in the same area again,” Jackson said. “We are
planning on coming back. We wanted to do improvements but not such major
improvements.”

While construction is under way, customers can still shop online at
www.hairizonbeauty.com. A grand re-opening is scheduled for May depending
on the extent of repairs and inventory replacement.
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